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Abstract. SDL is a formal speciﬁcation language for distributed systems, which provides signiﬁcant, yet limited real-time expressiveness by
its notion of time (now) and its timer mechanism. In our current work,
we are investigating various ways to augment this expressiveness, by
proposing language extensions and exploiting degrees of freedom oﬀered
by SDL’s formal semantics. This paper presents some recent results of our
work: a mechanism for real-time signaling, which can be roughly characterized as a generalization of SDL timers. More speciﬁcally, we propose
to add the possibility of specifying a time interval for the reception of
ordinary SDL signals, by stating their time of arrival and expiry. This
extension can be used, for instance, to specify time-triggered scheduling,
which is required in many real-time systems. In the paper, we present the
concept of real-time signaling, propose a syntactical extension of SDL,
deﬁne its formal semantics, outline our implementation, show excerpts
of a control application, and report on measurement results.

1

Introduction

A real-time system is a reactive system in which the correctness of the system
behavior depends not only on the correct ordering of events, but also on their
occurrence in time (cf. [1]). Execution of a real-time system is usually decomposed into tasks (e.g., local computation units, message transfers), which are
initiated when a signiﬁcant change of state occurs (event-triggered), or at determined points in time (time-triggered ), and which are to be completed before
their deadlines.
SDL [2] is a formal description technique for distributed systems and communication systems, and has been promoted for real-time systems, too. By its
notion of time (now) and its timer mechanism, SDL provides signiﬁcant, yet limited real-time expressiveness. In SDL, a task can, for instance, be speciﬁed by a
single transition (simple task ) or by a sequence of related transitions (complex
task ).
In our current work, we are looking into various ways to augment SDL’s
real-time capabilities, by deﬁning language extensions as well as by exploiting
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degrees of semantic freedom (see, e.g. [3]). In this paper, we address the problem
of specifying and executing time-triggered task schedules in distributed real-time
systems, introducing and applying a mechanism called real-time signaling, with
SDL as design language. In particular, we propose a syntactical extension of
SDL, deﬁne its formal semantics, outline our implementation, and demonstrate
real-time signaling in use.
Following this introduction are six sections. In Sect. 2, we present our concept
of specifying and executing time-triggered schedules in SDL, and examine possible solutions. Based on our ﬁndings, we propose a syntactical extension of SDL
for real-time signaling and present its formal semantics in Sect. 3. Section 4 gives
an overview of the implementation of real-time signaling, including signaling to
the SDL environment. In Sect. 5, we present excerpts of a networked control
system and measurements that provide evidence for the eﬀectiveness of our solution. Section 6 reports on related work. Section 7 contains conclusions and an
outlook.

2

Conceptual Considerations

A time-triggered schedule is a list of tasks and their initiation points in time.
To keep the list manageable, it can be restricted to tasks that are scheduled
strictly periodically. In this case, it is suﬃcient to have one entry per task,
deﬁning period and time of ﬁrst execution. For timely behavior, decomposition
into tasks and their initiation points in time have to be carefully planned to
ensure that required resources (e.g., CPU, shared medium) are available, and
that tasks are ﬁnished before their deadline. In this paper, we assume that proper
time-triggered schedules are available (see, e.g. [1]).
Given a time-triggered schedule, a design decision whether individual schedule entries are associated directly with corresponding tasks or whether they are
collected in schedulers – dedicated components that manage a number of schedule entries and trigger tasks accordingly – is to be made. In the former case,
scheduling information would be scattered over the entire system and thus be
diﬃcult to maintain. Therefore, we favor a more centralized solution with one
or a few schedulers.
2.1

Realization of Time-Triggered Schedulers in SDL

In SDL, schedulers could be realized as components of the SDL Virtual Machine
(SVM), which controls, inter alia, selection and ﬁring of transitions. Here, the
SVM would have to be conﬁgured with a time-triggered schedule before executing a given SDL system. Yet, it is not obvious how tasks consisting of one or
more transitions could be identiﬁed and triggered by the SVM at runtime in an
SDL semantics compliant way. Therefore, we favor another design choice, where
schedulers are explicitly speciﬁed as regular SDL processes that are executed
under the control of the SVM.
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SIGNAL Trigger_T;

Process Scheduler1
TIMER Timer_T;
DCL d_P Duration := 1.0;
DCL d_delay Duration := 0.5;
DCL ref Time;

run

s

Process P1

Trigger_T
run

Timer_T

Trigger_T

ref := now + d_delay + d_P;
SET (ref,Timer_T);

ref := ref + d_P;
SET (ref,Timer_T);

run

-

Trigger_T

/* task T */

-

Fig. 1. Timer_T in scheduler triggers execution of task T

There are several ways of specifying schedulers in SDL. To keep examples
short, we show two solutions for a single task T only, which is periodically triggered at times 1.5, 2.5, 3.5, . . . . One solution is to declare, for each task T, an
SDL timer Timer_T in the scheduler, which is always set to the next initiation
time of T (see Fig. 1)1 . When Timer_T expires, a speciﬁc SDL signal Trigger_T
identifying task T is sent by the scheduler to the SDL process P1 hosting the task,
and Timer_T is set again. On reception of Trigger_T, task T is eventually executed. While appearing to be straightforward, this solution creates substantial
overhead, as a timer is required for each task. Also, there are several sources of
delay2 , in particular, delays to create, forward, queue, and consume the signals
Timer_T and Trigger_T, preventing T to be executed as scheduled.
The solution shown in Fig. 2 is an attempt to reduce delays. Here, we use one
SDL timer Timer_S in the scheduler, which activates the scheduler periodically3 .
When activated, the scheduler triggers all tasks to be executed before its next
activation. This is done by sending signals Trigger_T identifying task T to the
SDL process P2 hosting the task. However, since the trigger signals are now
sent well before the actual initiation time, P2 has to delay execution of task T.
For this purpose, the signal Trigger_T carries a parameter of type Time with
the task’s next execution point in time t. When receiving Trigger_T, P2 sets
Timer_T to t, and executes T when Timer_T expires. We note that this solution
eliminates several sources of delay, as the trigger signal is exchanged well ahead
of the scheduled execution time of T. However, it produces roughly the same
overhead in terms of SDL timers and signals.
1
2
3

d_delay is the oﬀset of the ﬁrst executed timer.
When referring to sources of delay, we assume that the SDL system is executed on
a real hardware platform.
The period of the scheduler and task T is set to same value d_S. d_off determines
the relative starting time of the task relative to the execution time of the scheduler.
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SIGNAL Trigger_T(Time);

Process Scheduler2
TIMER Timer_S;
DCL d_S Duration := 1.0;
DCL d_off Duration := 0.5;
DCL ref Time;

s

run

Trigger_T

run

DCL t Time;
TIMER Timer_T;
run

Timer_S

Trigger_T
(ref + d_off)
ref := now + d_S;
SET (ref,Timer_S);

Process P2

ref := ref + d_S;
SET (ref,Timer_S);

-

Trigger_T
(t)

Timer_T

SET
(t,Timer_T);

/* task T */

-

Fig. 2. External trigger and local task-activating timer

2.2

Drawbacks of SDL Solutions

As seen in Fig. 2, a normal output statement is used, sending a signal with the
scheduled task execution time as parameter. The receiving process sets a local
timer and executes the task on timer expiry.
This way of modeling time-triggered executions has several conceptual and
execution time related drawbacks. Using an external signal to control a local
SDL timer has impacts on the signal parameters and the design of the receiving
process. Instead of just reacting and executing the task on signal reception,
the process has to adopt the given pattern to be compliant with the scheduler.
Thus, knowledge that should be encapsulated in the scheduler is scattered over
all processes that host tasks. It follows that the reuse of these processes is limited
and only possible in systems using the same type of schedulers. For instance, the
use of the same task in a system with event-triggered scheduling requires an
adaptation of the process speciﬁcation because an immediate execution of the
task is required.
Besides conceptual shortcomings, the standard SDL approach has also drawbacks concerning resources required at runtime. The process hosting the task
has to be executed on reception of the trigger signal from the scheduler to set
the local timer, and again when this timer expires to execute the task itself. In
case of a temporary higher system load, the delivery of the trigger signal can
be delayed. To cope with higher load, the process can be adapted to discard
the received trigger signal and defer execution of the task to the next time a
trigger signal is received (see Sect. 3.2). In SDL, this can be done by including
an additional check before the task is executed. This results in higher overall
system load, which is critical in the context of limited resources (e.g., embedded
platforms) and has negative impacts on the timeliness of scheduled tasks.
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Real-Time Signaling in SDL: Concept, Syntax, and
Semantics

In this section, we propose the concept of real-time signaling, present a syntactical extension of SDL, and deﬁne its formal semantics. In particular, we add
the possibility to specify the arrival time of signals (Sect. 3.1) and their expiry
time (Sect. 3.2), and introduce timestamping of signals (Sect. 3.3) by adding
new keywords (at, expiry, sendtime) to SDL. The required syntactic and semantic modiﬁcations of Z.100 [2] and Z.100 Annex F3 [4] are summarized in
List. 1.1 and List. 1.2, and will be explained in the following subsections. With
these preparations, we revisit the example of Sect. 2 and provide an improved
solution in Sect. 3.4. In Sect. 2.2, we discuss and compare both solutions.
<output statement> ::= output <output body> <end>
<output body> ::= <signal identiﬁer> [<actual parameters>] . . .
<communication constraints>
<communication constraints> ::=
{to <destination> | timer <timer identiﬁer> | <via path>
| at <time expression> | expiry <time expression>}*
<imperative expression> ::= <sendtime expression> | . . .
<sendtime expression> ::= sendtime
Listing 1.1. Changes of the SDL syntax
1
2
3
4

shared atArg: PlainSignalInst → Time
shared expiryArg: PlainSignalInst → Time
shared sendTime: PlainSignalInst → Time
controlled sendTime: SdlAgent → Time

5
6
7
8
9

maxTime(a:Time,b:Time):Time =def
if (b = undefined) ∨ (a ≥ b) then a else b endif
Output=def Signal× ValueLabel∗ × ValueLabel× ViaArg ×Time ×Time
× ContinueLabel

10
11
12

13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20
21

EvalOutput(a:Output) ≡
SignalOutput(a.s-Signal, values(a.s-ValueLabel-seq, Self), value(a.sValueLabel, Self), a.s-ViaArg, a.s-Time, a.s2-Time)
Self . currentLabel :=a.s-ContinueLabel
SignalOutput(s:Signal, vSeq:Value∗ , toArg:ToArg, viaArg:ViaArg, atArg:
Time, expiryArg:Time) ≡
...
choose g: g ∈ Self . outgates ∧ Applicable(s , toArg, viaArg, g, undefined)
extend PlainSignalInst with si
si .plainSignalType:= s
si .plainSignalValues :=vSeq
si .toArg :=toArg
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si .viaArg :=viaArg
si .atArg :=atArg
si .expiryArg :=expiryArg
if atArg = undefined then si.sendTime :=now
else si .sendTime :=atArg endif
si .plainSignalSender :=Self . self
INSERT(si, now, g)
endextend
endchoose
endif

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

DeliverSignals ≡
choose g: g ∈ Self . ingates ∧ g.queue = empty
let si = g.queue.head in
Delete(si,g)
si . arrival :=maxTime(si.arrival, si.atArg)
...
endlet
endchoose
SetTimer(tm:Timer, vSeq :Value∗ , t:Time) ≡
...
endif
si .sendTime :=si.arrival
endlet

47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61

SelectTransitionStartPhase ≡
...
else
Self . inport . schedule :=cleanSchedule(Self . inport . schedule)
Self .inputPortChecked :=Self.inport.queue
...
endif
cleanSchedule(siSeq :SignalInst∗ ):SignalInst∗ =def
if siSeq = empty then empty
elseif siSeq .head.expiryArg = undefined ∨ siSeq .head.expiryArg ≥ now then
< siSeq.head > ∩ cleanSchedule(siSeq . tail )
else cleanSchedule(siSeq . tail )
endif
Listing 1.2. Changes of the SDL semantics

3.1

Specified Signal Arrival Time

To execute time-triggered schedules located in one or more dedicated schedulers,
we propose the concept of real-time signaling in SDL. A real-time signal is an
SDL signal for which an arrival time is speciﬁed when the signal is sent, with
the eﬀect that reception is postponed until this point in time. This is similar to
setting a local SDL timer, which generates a timer signal on expiry. The main
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diﬀerence here is that real-time signals can be sent by other SDL processes.
Another diﬀerence is that there is no reset operation, i.e. once a real-time signal
is sent, it can not be deleted by the sender, preserving the signal character. Both
normal signals and time-triggered signals are inserted in the same ordered signal
queue. The ordering is based on the actual arrival times of normal signals and
the speciﬁed arrival times of time-triggered signals.
To specify arrival times of signals, we add the communication constraint at
<time expression> to the output action (see List. 1.1). In the formal SDL
semantics (see List. 1.2), the speciﬁed signal arrival time is added to the subdomains of Output (Time, line 9), and to the parameter list of the ASM macro
SignalOutput (atArg, line 15). When a signal is created (line 18), the speciﬁed signal arrival time is associated with the signal instance (line 23) using the
shared function atArg (line 1). When the signal is eventually delivered to the
receiving agent, as deﬁned in the ASM macro DeliverSignals (line 33), the
actual signal arrival time is the maximum of speciﬁed arrival time (si.atArg) and
actual arrival time (si.arrival ) as deﬁned by the shared function arrival, which
takes the eﬀects of delaying channels into account (line 37). Thereby, signals are
never enqueued in the past.

3.2

Signal Expiry Time

With real-time signaling, it can be expressed that signal delivery does not occur
before the speciﬁed signal arrival time. However, there may still be an arbitrary
delay until the signal is actually consumed, thereby triggering the scheduled task.
On real hardware, this delay will increase during periods of high system load.
To control system load to some degree, we propose the concept of signal expiry
in SDL. When a signal is sent, an expiry time can be speciﬁed, with the eﬀect
that the signal is discarded if it has not been consumed before this point in time.
This is particularly useful in situations where a periodic value is delivered, where
only the latest value is of interest. When used together with real-time signaling,
a time interval where signal consumption is valid can be speciﬁed.
To specify signal expiry times, we add the communication constraint expiry
<time expression> to the output action (see List. 1.1). In the formal SDL
semantics (see List. 1.2), the speciﬁed signal expiry time is added to the subdomains of Output (Time, line 9), and to the parameter list of the ASM macro
SignalOutput (expiryArg, line 15). When a signal is created (line 18), the
speciﬁed signal expiry time is associated with the signal instance (line 24) using
the shared function expiryArg (line 2). Signal expiry time is evaluated at the
beginning of the transition selection phase, which is deﬁned by the ASM macro
SelectTransitionStartPhase (line 48). Before the input port is frozen for
transition selection (line 52), expired signal instances are removed (line 51). Removal of expired signals is formally deﬁned by the new function cleanSchedule
(line 56). Systems using expiry time must consider the fact of signal removal as
further design aspect, since the removal of expired signals can lead to deadlocks.
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Timestamping of Signals

In real-time systems, timestamping is used to refer to the time at which an event
has been detected. If the event is reported by a signal, the timestamp can be
associated with that signal. In [3], we have considered early timestamping for
higher precision, adding the timestamp as signal parameter that was set when
the signal was created.
Alvarez et. al. [5] proposed to associate, with each signal, timestamps recording sending and reception times, and to access them using predeﬁned functions
time_sent and time_received, respectively. We follow up on this idea and associate a timestamp with every SDL signal, denoting the time when the signal
was sent. To access the timestamp, we introduce the anonymous variable sendtime (see List. 1.1), which yields the sending time of the last consumed input
signal. In the formal SDL semantics (see List. 1.2), the sending time is deﬁned
to be the creation time of the signal (line 25), or, in case of SDL timers, the
timer’s speciﬁed time value (line 45), which is equal to their arrival time4 . As
stated in Sect. 3.1, real-time signals are considered as remote timers, hence the
sending time is set to their speciﬁed arrival time (si.atArg, line 26).
When an ordinary SDL signal is processed in a transition, the expression
now - sendtime can be used to determine the duration of the signal transfer and the waiting time in the signal queue. For real-time signals and local
timers, it denotes the waiting time in queue only and can be evaluated at
runtime.
3.4

Example of Real-Time Signaling

We now revisit the example of Sect. 2, and use the SDL extensions above. Figure 3 shows a solution that is derived from Fig. 2, where we have used only
one SDL timer Timer_S for periodic scheduler activation. When activated, the
scheduler triggers all tasks to be initiated before its next activation, by sending
signals Trigger_T identifying task T to the SDL process hosting the task. Different from the solution in Fig. 2, Trigger_T now is a real-time signal, for which
the time of arrival and expiry are speciﬁed using the communication constraints
at and expiry, respectively. Compared to Fig. 2, the speciﬁcation of process P3
hosting task T is signiﬁcantly shorter, as the timer Timer_T becomes obsolete –
process P3 is in fact the same as process P1 in Fig. 1. In this solution, the SDL
process hosting the task needs no adaptation.
Another improvement has been achieved by using the anonymous function
sendtime to express a reference point in time to deﬁne arrival and expiry times
(OUTPUT Trigger_T), and to set timers (see Fig. 3). This makes the use of time
variables (variable ref in Fig. 2) to store reference points in time obsolete,
thereby simplifying the speciﬁcation of the scheduler further.

4

Compared to the SDL standard, on timer expiry, a new signal with the same name
is created and put in the input port of the agent.
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We note that the solution in Fig. 3 indeed reduces the number of SDL timers,
and thus runtime overhead. Compared to the previous solutions, almost all
sources of delay have been eliminated; what remains is the delay of the consumption of the the real-time signal Trigger_T.

SIGNAL Trigger_T;

Process Scheduler3
TIMER Timer_S;
DCL d_S Duration := 1.0;
DCL d_off Duration := 0.5;

s

Trigger_T
run

Timer_S

Trigger_T

SET (now + d_S,
Timer_S);

run

Process P3

run

AT sendtime + d_off
EXPIRY sendtime + d_S + d_off

SET(sendtime + d_S,
Timer_S)

-

Trigger_T

/* task T */

-

Fig. 3. Real-time signaling

4

SDL Environment Framework (SEnF)

Particularly on embedded platforms, the SDL system under execution needs to
interact with the peripherals of the platform, for instance, to communicate with
other nodes or to take measurements using integrated or connected sensors. With
our tool chain and model-driven development approach SDL-MDD [6], we are
able to automatically transform an SDL speciﬁcation into runtime-independent
C++-code using our code generator ConTraST [7]. Next, a platform-dependent
compiler is used to obtain executable machine code for the target platform. The
generated code is executed under the control of the SDL Runtime Environment
(SdlRE), our implementation of the SDL Virtual Maschine (SVM) as deﬁned in
Z.100 Annex F3. Currently, SdlRE supports the PC platform5 and the ARMbased wireless sensor node Imote2 [8] by Memsic.
To interact with peripherals, SDL processes exchange SDL signals with the environment. These SDL signals are processed by hardware-speciﬁc drivers, which
are provided by our SDL Environment Framework (SEnF) [9]. The usage of
signals to the environment to interface with hardware drivers avoids manual
coding entirely and enables an holistic model-driven development approach for
embedded platforms with SDL.
SdlRE treats the environment SEnF like any other SDL agent: SDL signals
to the environment are delivered to its SDL agent and stored in its signal queue.
On execution of the environment agent, all pending signals are delivered to the
5

The PC platform uses Linux as operating system.
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responsible hardware drivers by calling their input procedure. After processing
a delivered SDL signal, execution control is returned to the environment agent.
When all signals are processed, execution control is passed back to SdlRE. Regarding embedded platforms, most hardware drivers are based on interrupts.
This means that the integrated or connected hardware components generate an
interrupt, which is handled by the driver in the responsive interrupt service routine (ISR). Thereby, interrupts allow almost an immediate reaction of the driver
to time-critical hardware requests, e.g., to read buﬀers of a transceiver early
enough to prevent overﬂows.
To implement real-time signaling with SEnF accurately, we added a centralized real-time queue for all hardware drivers, which contains the SDL signals
transmitted to the environment using output at. This queue is isolated from the
regular signal queue, storing all SDL signals sent to the environment using standard SDL mechanisms. The real-time queue is sorted by the speciﬁed real-time
signaling timestamps. A hardware timer is set to the timestamp of the earliest
signal in the queue, generating an interrupt on expiration. In the ISR the signal
is then removed from the queue and delivered to the responsible hardware driver
by calling its input procedure. Thus the input procedure runs in the context of
the ISR and therefore yields very high precision. Finally, the hardware timer is
updated to the timestamp of the next signal in the real-time queue.
On insertions of new signals in the real-time queue, the conﬁguration of the
hardware timer is checked, and updated if the new signal is earlier than the
current timer setting. Before a new signal is enqueued, an optional hardware
driver speciﬁc callback handler is called, which can adjust the real-time signaling
timestamp of the signal. Hence, driver-speciﬁc delays can be considered, e.g. if
the driver needs additional time to communicate with a sensor and to start a
measurement, the real-time signaling timestamp of the signal is decreased by this
constant delay. Accurate real-time queues are currently supported on the Imote2
platform, which provides the required hardware timers and gives full control over
all system resources. In our implementatin, the SdlRE acts as operating system
of the platform.
The centralized real-time queue was chosen to achieve high precision of the
real-time signaling mechanism for all hardware drivers. Furthermore, this yields
an encapsulation and clear separation between SDL on the one hand, and driverand hardware-related timing aspects on the other hand.

5

Evaluation

We illustrate the application of real-time signaling by our inverted pendulum
system, a wireless networked control system (WNCS), where controllers, sensors, and actuators exchange information over a wireless digital communication
network. The main challenge of a WNCS is to achieve predictable performance
and stability in all possible dynamic situations. The WNCS Communication
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SIGNAL send,receive,
beacon(Time),trigger;

Application
app(3,)
receive,trigger

toMW

send

app_
mw
Middleware

receive,
trigger
send
receive

trigger

2

1

send

Distributor

Scheduler

receive

beacon

toSched

toMac
send

mw_
mac
MAC

receive,beacon
send
receive,beacon

mac

send

mac

toEnv

receive

toEnv

send

receive

send

Fig. 4. Excerpt of the WNCS_CoM

Middleware (WNCS_CoM), which is part of the inverted pendulum system,
follows a service-oriented approach. Sensor and actuator nodes announce their
services and the minimum service time interval. Controllers subscribe to announced services, specifying a periodic update interval, so the service provider
is responsible to send the data. In Fig. 4, we show an excerpt of our SDL model,
consisting of MAC, Middleware, and Application layer.
The MAC layer provides medium-wide tick synchronization and TDMA-based
medium access. Reference ticks are used for medium arbitration and time adjustment of the distributed scheduler in Middleware. The scheduler is responsible
for the activation of tasks, based on current service subscriptions and the constant delay of the control application to provide measurement data or to apply
actuator values.
In this inverted pendulum system, there are several places where real-time signaling is applied. First, there is the MAC layer, which is responsible for periodic
tick synchronization and medium slotting (see Fig. 5). For resynchronization, a
master node transmits a tick frame every dresync , which is repeated by further
network nodes. Synchronization accuracy and therefore guard times within each
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dslot

t

Mean: 596.81
S.Dev: 97.86

0
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900
deviation from transmission interval [μs]

(a) ordinary output

rel. frequency density [%]
0
5
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0
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Fig. 5. MAC with TDMA

Mean: 28.8
S.Dev: 2.04

0
180
360
540
720
900
deviation from transmission interval [μs]

(b) real-time signaling

Fig. 6. Tick synchronisation using regular output and output at via SEnF

time slot of duration dslot depend on the precise timing of tick frames. Therefore, we use real-time signals to schedule tick frame transmissions, and measure
the deviation of actual transmissions from the speciﬁed transmission interval.
For comparison, we repeat these measurements, using regular SDL timers and
signals. The results are summarized in Fig. 6.
All measurements are performed on an Imote2 sensor node [8], using ConTraST [7]. Each experiment consists of 6000 measured values, where dresync is set
to 100 ms. In Fig. 6(a), the diﬀerence between the planned transmission time (the
time when the SDL timer expires) and the actual transmission time is shown. We
measure delays from ∼ 400 μs up to ∼ 800 μs. In comparison, we show the measurements of the same experiment, now using real-time signaling (cf. Fig. 6(b)).
Since the signal is transferred early to the destination process (environment),
the signal is already in the input queue when it has to be processed. Therefore,
it can be processed almost instantly at the speciﬁed arrival time (see Sect. 4),
which yields a signiﬁcantly smaller average value of only 29 μs. The measured
maximum delay is only slightly higher at about 35 μs, due the use of a hardware
interrupt routine and other non-interruptible routines. Compared to the use of
regular SDL signals, there is an improvement by a factor of 22.
Another place to apply real-time signaling in the inverted pendulum system
is the scheduling of the control application Application. For a given schedule
(cf. Fig. 7), the scheduler can send the activation signal to the application in
advance, which reduces the delay upon task execution. As before, we perform
measurements to compare the processing delays of regular SDL signals to realtime signals. We deﬁne a schedule for 3 applications (as shown in Fig. 7) on
the same node, with an expiry time of 100 ms. The upper schedule was speciﬁed
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ordinary output
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Fig. 7. Control application schedules
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using regular SDL signals as shown in Fig. 1. Here, the Scheduler (S) has to
be activated just before the task Application (1,2,3) to be scheduled. In case
of real-time signaling (below), the scheduler is only activated once per period as
shown in Fig. 3. For each application i, the diﬀerence δi between the planned
and actual execution time is measured.

Mean: 321.33
S.Dev: 169.49

0
600 1200 1800 2400 3000 3600
deviation from reception interval [μs]

(b) real-time signaling (cf. Fig. 3)

Fig. 8. Scheduler using output and output at

In Fig. 8(a), we show the deviation of the applications between the planned
and the actual execution time. The deviation for regular SDL signals ranges
from 1600 μs to 3600 μs. In comparison, real-time signaling shown in Fig. 8(b)
has only a deviation between 0 μs and 800 μs – this is only 14 th of the time of
the ordinary mechanism.

6

Related Work

SDL’s limited real-time expressiveness and its high degree of implementational
freedom have been addressed by quite a number of authors over the past two
decades. Although common objectives of all proposals are the improvement of
predictability and the handling of overload situations, various approaches can
be found, reaching from extensions to SDL on design level (like [5,10,11,12]) to
implementation-speciﬁc realizations of the SDL semantics (like [13,14,15]). However, to our knowledge, there is no approach based on time-triggered execution
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of SDL systems. In the following, we restrict the survey on approaches extending
the notion of SDL timers and signals, and proposals covering the scheduling of
agents.
In [10], the authors introduce extensions to SDL’s notion of time progress on
speciﬁcation level. The presented approach targets at simulations and is motivated by timed automata with urgencies. In particular, it is suggested to classify
transitions as eager (time must not progress), lazy (time may progress with indefinite amount), and delayable (time may progress within given bounds). Although
delayable timers seem to be similar to our approach of signal arrival and expiry,
the implication is completely diﬀerent, since our objective is not the control of
simulation time, but the control of system load on real hardware. In [11], the
authors extend their approach by introducing cyclic and interruptive timers, and
present further annotations such as periodicity of timers or execution delay of
tasks, also for simulative purpose only.
In [12], Gotzhein et al. present the concept of input port bounds, an extension to SDL to avoid queue overﬂows that can cause illegal behavior on concrete
limited hardware platforms. Similar to the signal expiry, their approach makes
SDL systems more robust against system overload at the cost of less reliable
signal transfer within SDL systems. In contrast to the approach in this paper,
the number of signals (not an expiry time) is the criterion for removal of signal instances. In addition, they distinguish between three perceivable solutions
of treating incoming signals in case of input port overﬂows (discard, replace,
delete/append).
Besides many topics regarding the eﬃcient implementation of SDL, MitscheleThiel discusses the handling of limited input queues on implementation side in
[13]. He presents four alternatives to handle input queue overﬂows: Prevention
(with hard assumptions on the system’s environment), removal of signals (similar to [12]), blocking of the signal’s sender (with the risk of deadlocks), and
dynamic control (detecting overload situations and throttling the load). With
dynamic control, Mitschele-Thiel introduces also a design-based solution to handle overload situations, but in contrast to expiry times of signals, his solution
generates additional system load in situations in which high load already exists.
Similar to the predeﬁned variable sendtime (see Sect. 3.3), Álvarez et al. [5]
introduce a function called time_sent, holding the point in time when an SDL
signal has been created. In addition, they propose a function time_received,
recording the time when the signal is consumed in a transition. Since our SVM
provides non-preemptive scheduling, we have no need for such a function. Álvarez et al. also discuss the problem of timely transition activations. However,
their approach is based on local SDL timers and transition priorities, and not
compliant to the SDL semantics regarding to the order of signal receptions.
The idea of a centralized scheduler in SDL was realized in [16] in terms of
a CPU scheduler simulator for educational purposes. The presented scheduler
supports a plenty of scheduling strategies (such as FCFS, SJF, and EDF); however, it simulates operating system processes only and is not intended for the
scheduling of SDL systems.
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To test schedulability of SDL systems, several approaches with oﬀ-line analysis have been proposed. Many of those approaches apply a transformation of the
SDL speciﬁcation to a diﬀerent formal representation (such as analyzable task
networks [17], methods from queueing theory [18], and timed automata [19]).
Since the mentioned proposals perform analyses without enforcing an appropriate scheduling of agents, we will not go into further detail.

7

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have introduced real-time signaling in SDL, by extending SDL
to specify time intervals for the reception and expiry of ordinary signals, and by
associating send times with signals. This extension can be used, for instance, to
specify timer-triggered scheduling, which is required in many real-time systems.
Our contribution covers syntactical extensions of SDL, their formal semantics,
their implementation in the SDL Runtime Environment (SdlRE) and the SDL
Environment Framework (SEnF), and their application in case studies. Finally,
we have reported on measurement results which have revealed improvements by
a factor of up to 22. We have successfully applied the introduced concepts to a
realtime communication system for an inverted pendulum [20].
In future work, we will investigate various ways to further improve the realtime expressiveness of SDL. In particular, we will exploit the degrees of freedom
oﬀered by the SDL Virtual Machine (SVM) as part of the formal SDL semantics. For instance, to achieve predictability, we need more control of the timing
behaviour including the load situation. This requires a priori knowledge on worstcase execution times, and the possibility to suspend non-real-time processes from
execution.
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